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INTRODUCTION

The Sierra de Espuílag a sectíon of which oecupies the sw part,
of thís hojag is in íts geological sense the mountainous area
of Paleozoic and Llesozoíe rocks comprised between"the Rio de
Pliego in the northwest and the víllages of�Berral Alhama de
Murcia, Totana and Aledo, "-.*.It;s geology was studied in the summer
of 1972 by W. Kampachuur and G.W. Langenberg as part of the
MAGNA-project. Previously the area was atudied by a small group
of students of the University of Amaterdam in the si,mmer of 1970.
The present work is by M.E. Rondeel. It ís main1y based on these
studies.

Geological settinS. The Sierra de Espuila occurs in the Betic
Zone s.s., the internal zone of the Betic Cordilleras, where the

..rocks,l affected by the alpine orogeny, are maín1y of Triassic and
older age, and where alpine metamorphism, has been active. In the
Betic Zone several nappe complexes can be distinguished (Egeler &
Simon, 1969), viz. from. above to below: the Malaguide complex;
Alpuja-rride complex; Ballabona-Cuchar6n complex; Nevado-Filabride
complex. The rocks of the Sierra de Espuha are usually considered
to pertain to the,Malaguide and Alpujarride complexes.

The Sierra de Espuña is composed of a number of overthrust
tectonic units.. The recognition of this fact for the first time
appears in the 1929 publication of Fallot. The essentials of the
subdivision have hard1y been challenged since. The lower units
largely contain Permo-Triassie and Triassic material. They occupy,-

'_the southern part of the Sierra, mainly the area south of the Rio
Sspuña. Theyare extensively represented cin this hoja, as on the
adjoininG hojas Lorca (25-38) and Totana (26-38). The higher
units consist of 3urassic, Crétaceous and Tertiary material in
addition to Permo-Triassic and Triassic deposits. The Jurassic
rocks form the high siimmits of the Sierra de Espu:Ka, north of Rio
Espu:ria. They cover large areas of this hoja.

The map of Fig. 1 shows the geoloSical subdivision o£ the
Sierra de Espufta in relation to the various hojas de"la lárapa g'eo-
logico nacional and to the main topographic features. The tectoníc,
units fíguring on this map are,, £rom tectoníc high to low:
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llorron de Totana units (t)
Atalaya unit (at) 2 0 9` 3
Morron Largo unit (1)
Santa-Yechar unit (S)
Les Guillermos unit (g)
Los llolinos unit (m)

Following the aforementioned scheme of the Betic Zone, 4U--he Los
Molinos and Los Guillernos units are referred to the Alpujarride
complex and the Atalaya and Morron de Totana units to the
Malaguide complex. The 1.1,orron Largo and the Santa-Yechar units
are of intermediate character: lithologic development and degree

of metamorphic recrystallization are of a transitional character
between. typically Alpujarride elements and. typically Malaguide
elements. In the present study these lintermediate units1 are
provisionally grouped with the tectonically hígher units, thus
within the Malaguide complex. In fact, the stratigrap1iic develop-
ment of each of the tectonic units in the Sierra de Espuiía is
lintermediatel between the overlying and the underlyinG unít,
resulting in a gradual change from Lop Molinos unit to I.lorron de
Totana unit.

Previous - Fallot synthesized the large seale structure of
the Sierra de Espuña in hís 1945 publication, heráin expressing
hís doubts on the presence (or absence) of large scale recumbent
folds and herewith on the origin of the overthrust units. The

..,lowermost unit is compared with the Alpujarrides, higher ones are
compared with the Betíc of Malaga.
During the period 1960-1965 several publications appeared on the
Sierra de Espuila. In the case o£ those of Trigueros and of Navarro,
the results are - apart from a more detailed presentation of the
geological map, - comparable with those of Fallot.
Since that time appeared the thesis o£ Paquet (1969) that: includes
a description of the entire mountain chain. He dístinguíshed. the
following overtbrust unitss hereafter índicated. ín relation to
those recognízed on our map (Fig. l).
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Morron de Totana units'

Morron de Totana unit
,Atalaya unit

Morron Largo unit Morron Largo unit

Santa unit }Santa-Yechar unit
Yechar unit

s Guil-'-ermos unit
Los Molinos unit t Llolinos unit

The Alpujarride character of the rocks incorporated in the Los
Molinos unit and the Malaguide character of those of the Atalaya
and Morron de Totana units have never been challenged. The units
inbetween are usually said to be of Jás.laguide or of Ilintermediatell
character.
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SANTA-YEC-�� ITNIT

This unit occupies the southeastern part of the Sierra de Espuña
over a lengluh of 12 kms. It comprises two formations (fig. 2):

top: Yechar formation - TSA
Fontanar formation - 11- S

Ti

Fonta-nar formation (P-Ts)A
LitholoE_y.. - The sequence is built up of purple red, reddish brown

and green argillites, of red and gree.n slates and of sandstones and
quartzites which are most1y red of reddish brown coloured, but
which also appear in grey, greenish and vihite. The quartzites are
very thir.- to thick-bedded. ConElomerates are present in two
varieties, ¡.e. a red variety rich in white quartz, black chert,
brownish quartzite and red jasper pebbles (llVerrucano-typell conglom-
erate) and a greyish variety rich in carbonate fragments (carbonate
pebble conSlomerate). The red conglomerares are intercalated in the
basal part of the formation. The carbonate pebble conglomerates
oceur higher in the sequence. The uppermost part of the form.ation
contains some intercalations of thin-bedded carbonate layers of
yellow to greyish colour. The slates exhibit a slaty cleavage,
occasionally parallelled by quartz veinlets.

Foss-Lls. - None

Contact relatior.s. - The basal contact of the Fontanar form'at.`Lon
alivays is of tectonic nature. The contact with the ove_—1ying Yechar
formation is stratigraphic with ea--bonate layers intercalated in the
top part of the Fontanar formation.

Thickness. - The maximum exposed thickness is estimated at about
80

Age. - On the basis of lithologic correlation with the Carras-
quilla formation of the Atalava unit- and with the Gari

-
ta formation

of the llorron de To-lu-ana units, the Fontanar formation is attributed
to the Perl.yio-'--Lriassic.
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Yechar formation (TS.)

Lithology. - The formation consists essentially of dark-grey to

almost black carbonate rocks with a massive habit. It is medium-

to thick-bedded, except for its basal part in vihich thin-bedded

limestones oceur. The rocks are often sturongly breccious. LiGht

brown chert concretions are sporadically found in the lower part

of the formation.

Fossi1s. - Only some indeterminable organic remains have been

found.

Contact relations. - The upper contact of -'U-he Yechar formation

is of tectonic nature. It represents a thrust-plane at the base of

the Atalaya unit, transecting the layering of the Yechar carbonate

rocks.

Thickness. - The formation attains a thickness which is about

150 m maxima.-L'-iy,. The character of the thrustp1ane at the base of

the overlying unit is the reason for the presence of much smaller

thicknesses.

Age.- The rocks are dated in analogy with the carbonate rocks of

the other tectonic units i-n the-area (see Atalaya unit). They are

supposed to be Tr.`Lassic.

MORROINT LARGO ~JUT

The Morron Largo unit is only present on this hoja in the most

extreme 59 corner. Two separate formations are distinguished (fig.2)

top., Canear¡ formation - T
1

Cervantes formation P-T1

Only the Canear¡ formation oc=rs on this hoja.

Canca-ri forrc-atior- (T1
A

Litholo6y. - The sequence stron ly serembles that of the Yechar

formation. It likew¡se consists of essentuially dark-grey to

almost black carbonate rocks, Vaich are often breccious. The

sequence is medium- to uhick-bedded, except for the lower part of

the for7La'U--i-on in which well-bedded levels occur. The lower part of

the sequence occasionally contains brovrr,. chert concretions alid

levels, which seem to be indicatíve of the stratification,
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Fossi1s. - IZone

Contact relations. The upper contact is tectonic. The formation
is truncated by the t_'nrust~plane at the base of the Atalaya unít.
The lovier contact is stratigraphic. It is not exposed on this hoja.

Thickness. - The maximum exposed formation thickness is 11-0 m.

Age. - The rocks are dated as Triassic, in analogy wit-a the
carbonate rocks of the Atalaya unit with which they are correlatable
on litholoGic grounds.

ATALAYA UIJIT

The unit is represented on this hoja over large areas. The
Atalaya unit cons2-sts of three formaticns ("'i9. 3), w)-.ic-'ri a—re:

attop: Lobos formation - T A
Carrasquilla formation - P- at

Tí
Algarrobo formation - D-H at

Rocks of the Algarrobo formation have not been found on this hoja.

Carrasquilla formation (P-T atA
Lithology. - The sequence consists of argillites in a light red.,

reddish brovn and ligInt green colour and of well laminated to
thick-bedded quartzites which are of a red, broim or whitish-yellow
appearance. Intercalated are grey carbonate pebble conElomerates
with pebbles of carbonate rock and of quartzite. The basal part of
the formation direct1y on top of the greywackes of the Algarrobo
formation, contains red conglonerate leveis (Verrucano-type) in
which the rockfragments mainly are quartzite, chert and carbonate
rock. The higher parts of the formation contain yellow to Grey
intercalations of carbonate rock.

Fossi1s. - Xone

Contact relations. - The lovíer contact is of tectonic nature
since the rocks of the Algarrobo formation are missir.S and the
Carrasquilla formation thus ís in direct contact with �-ocks of
underlying units. The contact is with rocks of the Yechar and of
the Canear¡ formation. The upper contact is of stratigrap-nic nature,,'
though be it often disturbed.

Thickness. - The maximum exposed thielmess is in the order of

150 m. Where thicknesses are larger, it is the result of imbrication.,
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Age. - On the basis of litholoEic correlation, the age of the

formatio-n can be said to be comDarable to that of the Garita for-
mation of the Morron de Totana units that is situated under rocks
of Liassic age belonging to the EspuPía formation. Sirce the Ca.-ras-
quilla form-ation furthermore lies on top of the Algarrobo greyv:ac.!C_es
of inferred Devono-Carboniferous age, ¡t can be dated as Perro-
-Triassic.

In the stronEly tectonized zone along the Rio de Vélez - and its
continuation towards Lorca - occur Malaguide rocks in an identical
stratigraphic position. These rocks have been incorporated in the
so-called Saladilla formation which in its most complete development
is thought to consist of five members (Roep, 1972). They are, from
top to bottom: E top dolomite member (max. 40 m)

D yellow conglomeratic member (max. 115 m)
0 intercalated dolomite member (max. 65 m)
B variegated sandstone member (max. 350 m)
A red congloneratic member (max. + 325 m)

The formation thickness is reported to be 780 m as a maximum.
As the result of intense alpLne tectoni-zation, incompleteness of
the section is rather rule than exception. Fossi1s have not been
recorded. Comprised between Paleozoic rocks of -ULe 'Greyivacke
formation1 and early Liassic sediments, most authors favour a
Permo-Triassic age of the members a through D, or their equívalents;
member E is usually said to be Triassic, in age. The Carrasquilla
formation is correlatable w--"th the members A t-rirouE-q D; the Lobos
formation with rember E.

Lobos formation ( Tat)A
Litholojy. - The sequence consists of grey to dark grey, very

tIhin- to r-edium-bedded carbonate rocks, containir-,w-- chert in its
lower part.

Fossi1s. - A thin-section from the higher part of the formation
revealed some organic remains of undeterminable origin.

Contact relations. - The lower contacu is of stratigraphic naturel
the upper is tectonic against rocks of t-"ae �lorron de Totana units.

Thickness. - The raaximum exposed thickness amounts to ea. 4200 m.
Due to tectonies, the exposed thickness uecreases from W to E on
this hoja.



Age. - The formation is correlatable with the Leiva formation
and with member E of the Saladilla formation. It is therefore
considered to be of Triassic age.

IMORRON DE TMJA UNITS

The Morron de Totana unit-s cover larGe areas in the S71 part of
the hoja. Tlae un¡»L"Is consist of t--hree pre- Jurassic formations
(fig- 3), i,,�iich are:

top: Sanatorio formation TtA3
Leiva formation Tí
Garita formation P- t

The lower Morron de Totana units exclusively contain rocks of the
Leiva and of the Garita formation; younEer deposits are absent. In
the hiSher units particípate rocks of the Sanatorio formation and
of the Jurassic EspuPia formation.

Garita formation Cp- t

Lithology. - The sequence is almost identical to that of the
Carrasquilla formation. In addition to reddish and brownish, some-
times greenish argillites, ¡t contains red, brownish and yellowish
quartzites. Limestone pebble conglomerates are quite frequently
found. The top of the formation is characterized by yellow, greenish
and grey carbonate beds with yellowish and orange-coloured
rauhwackes, amidst reddish and greenish a_rgillites. Gypsum is
associated wit--h- these rocks.

Fossi1s. - None

Contact relations. - The lower contact with the carbonate rocks
of the Atalaya unit is o£ tectonic nature. The contact with t"-ric
overlying carbonate rocks of the Leeiva forrnation is stratigraphic.
It often is strongly tectonically disturbed, especially in the area
la ViNVi of Alhama de L'1u-rcia.

Thickness. - The maximum exposed thickness is in the*order of
220 m. Strong tectonic reduction is xmrjdqr Ñzxxúzc observed in the
area YTIT5 of Alhama de Murcia. 1,��'Ore to the W, the exposed thickness
is much larGer as the result of imbrications, restricted to the
Garita formation.
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Age. - On the basis of litholoEic correlation zith the Carras-

quilla for.mation and of its position below Liassic rocks, of the
Espuiía formation, the Garita formation.is dated as Permo-Triassic.

tLeiva formation (Tp

LitholoEy. - The formation consists of light grey to grey carbon-
ate roCks vjb-ich are thin- to mediu-bedded. The rocks usually are
lighter coloured than those of the comparable Lobos formation of
the Atalaya unit. The rocks are locally breccious. L¡Eht brown
chert intercalations are of freauent oceurrence in the lower part
of t-ne formation. They mostly are parallel to the layeríng of the
rock. The basal part of the formation is formed of thin-bedded grey
carbonate rocks, occasionally with argillite interlayerings.

Fossi1s. - in thin section, the rock frequently reveals undeter-
minable fossil remains.

Contact relations. - The lower contact is with the Garita
formation. It originally is stratigraphic. The upper contact with
the Sanatorio formation is stratiEraphic as well. In the area V5171
of Alhama de Murcia the upper contact x9ximak is a thrust contact
against rocks of the Garita formarion of the next higher un-J*Lt.

Thickness. - The maximum formation thickness is estimated at
200 m. Thicknesses are usually smaller, especially in the area -izTw
of Alhama de l�urcia, sCiere a thrust plane forms the upper contact-
of the forma-bion.

Age. - The formation is dated as Triassic on basís of comparison
with other rocIc units in the area, and on basis of its stratigraphic
position below the Espuha formation in which Liassic fauna is found.

Sanatorio formation (TtA3
Lithology. - The sequence consists of lJGht -reen to yellow and

pale grey coloured carbonate rocks which are th:�>in- to medium-bedded
and which are often irarly. They altuernate witñ Wnite to dark grey
layers of gypsumv Rauh,.%,ackes are wídespread. Other rock types are
only locally represented.

The occurrence of gypsum, sometímes in extremely thick layers, Is
the reason for the chacuical appearance of the formation.

FOSSilS. _ ITlone
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Contact relations. - The contact- with the Leiva forma'U--*o-,i and with

the EspuHa formation is of stratigraphic naturel thouEh often

tectonically influenced. In the area W and N9 of 1.51 Berro , tlle

lower contact of the formation is tectonic against rocks of the

Espuha formation due to tectonic doubling.

Thickness. - The maxim-am ex-zosed thick-ness is about 200 m. The

stratigraphic thickness can hard1y be estimated due to the

chaotic appearance of the formation which results from the mo b --*. 1 i t y

of the gypsum ar-d the incompetent behaviour of the entire formatuior.,

Age. - Lack of fossi1s hampEr the dating of the formation. It is,,
however, situated under Liassic rocks. Triassic age is the-refore

most likely, especially ivhen considering the stratigraphic position

with respect to the older formations. Since gypsum is held to have

been deposilued during the Triassic in two episodes only, ¡.e.

during the Upper Triassic in Germanic development and durinE the

lower Triassic in Alpine developinent, it is reasonable to ass-ame

an upper Triassic age for the rocks of the Sar-atorio formation.
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As mentioned already in the foregoínE, the Sierra de Espu.-:-.,a com-

prises a larEe numíber of tectonic units of overt=ust cha-racter,

¡.e. (from 'pelom, to above): the Los Molinis unit and the Los

Guilermos unit, represent-ing, the Alpujarride complex, the Santá-

Yechar unit and the Y.orron Largo un`t, which are lintermediat-e

unitís, 1 but whích have been conven,4-en'G-ly Ercupea witilín the
-�scomplex s.l., and the Atualaya unit and the Morron de Totana un*u

which clearly belong to the 2,11alajSuide complex..

The rock sequences constituting these tect-onic un¡t-s have been

effected by at least three clearly distinguishable phases of

alpine deformation. Pre-alpine deformation cannot be proven to

have affected the eldest rocks in the area.

The eldest structure discernable or. meso- and microscoDíc scale

within rocks of pelitic origin is a slaty cleavage. it I-s co=only

weil-marked and in the phyllitic rocks of the Los L,.'olinos unít, it

takes the form of a conspicuous schistosity. In a number of folds,

usually o_f isoclinal character, the cleavage can be observed to be

of the axial plane type. Fo1ds are, ho,,-Jever, few. In the carbona-tGe

rocks, foiding atuributable to this first deformation phase (D,)t
has beer. observed'¡n one case only.

Generally speaking, D appears to have been aacompanied by low-

-grade syrLkir.er-atic metamorphism.
The first phase cleavage and associated metamorphism. are Cílis-

continuous at the contacts of the tectonic units. 1t is concluded

that t^arusting along these contacts took place subsequento to D 1
since metamorphism of the rocks of rhe individual units cou_.d have

only oceurred =der physical conditions which require a cerzuain
tectonic depth. This depth is íUhought to be artained in ;,i.iat JIS
indicated as the "initial pile of nappes". Cleavage formation and

metamo-rp1iism thus occurred. during or after the empilement o.-¿:" a

numbe_- of tectonic units. T11-xustin- resulting in this initial pile

is here tentatively linked. with clea7jaSe formation.
it may be recalled that Egeler & Simon (19ó9) stressed zhe OCC'=-

rence in the Betic Zare of at least two different p".qases of over-

t�irust movements, the first of which rook place in an early s-�aEe

of the orogenic evolution and vihich resulted ir, the deveiopme---U o.'CD
a pile of nappes with iinicr. generation o£ zhe kínematic
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Y.,as connected. The second phase disturbed the '¡ni-uial pile' of
nappes. !t b.-ough'v about the discontinuity of the me-uamo.-phism az
major thrust planes since translations of considerable magnirude
were effected.

The reconstruction olo the Unitial pile' of unit's in the Sierra
de Esp&ía is not possible from the data available. I-ko is notu even
possible to statevthether contac-s between units actually tep.-esen-'4,-

reblir.udtod firát, Pba§C th@y w@ro formGd duri-nt-S,
second thrust movement. To illustrate this point, the contact is
considered between the .191orron Largo unit and underiying units vihic.n.
mostu certainly is of secondary character, as is the contact betwee--
Atalaya unit and underlying units. The eviderce is found in 11-he fac-v
that these contacts cut-off the underlying units. Whether «'V-hey are
rethrusted first phase thrust contacts cannot be proved. They a-re,,
however, considered as such. It is súggested that: thrust contacts
within the units are of the second phase.

¡he low-an.le thrust planes at the contacts of the units represent-
a second phase o f deformation (D2 ), responsible for strong tecror.-ic
reduction, occasionally causing wedging out of entire formations

A third phase of deformation (D 3 ) is reflected in the foldl-ng- ol
the thrust-planes produced during D2 , a phenomenon well-i1lustrated
in the cross-sections. These folds are of an open type, aná on a
macroscopic scale. On mesoscopic scale, the deformation phase ÍS
thought to be reflected by weak refolding of the cleavage, ar.d/--G�ie
axial planes of first phase folds. These are open folds.
Upthrusts in southern direction are locally found. They dispiace

the second phase thrust-planes.
Several normal faults formed subsequent to the thrust movement..s.

They appear in tvío sets which normally are oriented an-,;,
NW-SE. The faults dip very steeply.
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The rock sequences of all of the tectonic units of the Sierra
de Espuña show the effects of alpine metamorphis,-a. ás mentioned
already, it is a synkinematic met#amorphism, related to the first
phase of alpine deformation. The grade is low; it never surpasses
tha lowermost subfacios o£ the greensclr.i@t facies.

Decrease in the degree of metamorphic reerystallization with
decreasing tectonic depth is reflected in the descríptive terms
used for the rocks of pelític origin, ¡.e. 'phyllites' in the Los
Molinás unit, Islates1 in the Los Guilerámos unit, largillites and
slates1 in the Santa-Yechar unit and largillitesl in the ¡v1orron
Largo unit, Atalaya unit and M-orron de Totana unit.

Recrystallization most1y is incomplete, as sho-wn by the p.reser-
vation of grains of sedimentary origin, even in rocks of the most
hígh1y metamorphic unit, ¡.e. the Los Molinos unit.
-Neocrystallized minerais include quartz, colourless mica,

chlorite and ore material. In the carbonate rocks one often fir.ds
idioblastic albite crystals which are considered to be diageneti-
cally formed; they are not the product of metamorphism.

The pre-alpine rocks of the Algarrobo formation of the Atalaya
unit vátness a degree of metamorphism equivalent to that deduced
to have affected the alpine rocks of this unit. .� hercynian meta-
morphism in this area can therefoj-e not be concluded to.
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Only the stratiEraphic colimn of the Atalaya unit has tLe possi-

bility to furnish information about the pre-alpine geoloGica!
history o£ the reSion now represented by the Sierra de Espufia. The
other tectonic units are lacking in pre-Permo-Triassic deposi-,L-.s.
The levono-Carboniferous greyvjackes of the Algarrobo formation,
hovíever, appear -Vo bo overlain by the «Por.Tio-Triassic
without auy appreciable angularity. Differences in degree o.'
metamorphism or in tectonic style between rocks on opposite sides
of this cont-act could not be concluded to either.

The "Verrucano-type" conglomerates situated in the basal part
of the Permo-Triassic sequences witness a sudden change in influx
in the basin of sedimentation and a sudden change in mode of
deposition. The underlying rocks are deposited by turbidity
currents and the "Verrucano-type" conglomerates are supposed to
be laid down in aj-luvial fans. This might be the only evidor-ce
for hercynian diastrophism and uplift.

Conditions of deposition duri-ng the Permo-Triassic are thoujhr
to be fluviatile and shallow marine (and probably lake) as dis-
cussed by Roep (1972). The overlying carbonate rocks are narine.

It is of importance to note that the stratigraphic col--I,.mn-s o-J.
the Permo-Triassic to Triassic rock sequences of all of «$,.-".-.e uri*"Vs
of the Sierra de Espuiía refi'ect an abrupt change of deposiziona.L
conditions during the Triassic from pelitico-quartzitic to
carbonate, which is characteristic for a major part of the un¡-vs
of the Betic Zone.

It has been preferred to indicate all of the Tr.-¿.assic sediments
as having been deposited in a single facies, ¡.e. the Alpine
facies. This has been done since the 11,,IAGI;A-mappin- necessitates
a choice to be made between Triassic sediments deposited in Alpine
or in Germanic. facies, vihereas the cr4Lter--*La for distinguishin-
bet-vieen the two are quite arbiturary. It must be noted ".--hat espe-
cially the litho-stratigraphi-;c development of the higher of the
Morron de Totana units justi^Cies the use of the term "Germanic
facies" (see however Egeler et al., 1972). IqothinG is still known
about the fauna present in the carbonate rocks of the Sierra de
Espuña. Is ¡t germanic or alpine, or does it belong to a separate
betic faunal province, and are these provinces equiva-Len-z with
what can be named Germanic, Alpine and Betic facies? So mar-y



questions beinG unanswered, it illustrates the per force
for an Alpine facies.

With the excluSi0n Of «'U-he higher of the —¡orron deC) -
no post-Triassic deposits are supposed to be prese:�.u in
tectonje units. Several hypothesis. can be venturec ror
absencel %Tnich are i.) "tecton-c transF_xessioni, ajur.;_
Jurassic, ii.) a prolonged period of non-deposition :;,".e
younger Mesozoic and, parts of the Tertiary y and Cc-.7,-e-je
erosion Of a relatively thin sequence of post-mr`- �� laSSJÍC

The ciose anaiogies in the stratigraphic deve-O-.,--ent of z,*-'ie
structural units of the Sierra de Espu-ha, especia-lly rhe analojies
between adjoinínt- units, sugGest a close paleoGeogra,--1c rejation-
ship. Taking into acc0unt the present superpositic:ii a Paleor-leo-
graphic arrangement:
Malaguide realm (Morron de Totana units + Ata-Laya unit)
Morron Largo unit - Santa-Yechar unit - Alpujarríde real.m. (Los

Guilermos, + Los �,:olinos units) seems logical. ir, vieví of tul-e

lack of knowledge concerning the direction of transpo-.r oí. zhe

units, the question viliether the L:alaguide rea= .,,,us situated north

o£ the Alpujarride realm remains unanswered.

_re thought to have been emplaced dur n¿; at leasí- twoThe units a

separate tectonic phases characterized by ímportanu AcrIzorizal

translations. During the fírst, the units, individua-Lized. This

phase is considered to be syn- or premetamorphíc. (¿,.nd syn- or

pre-cleavage), as reflected in the Gene--al decrease in metarorphic

grade towards hiFher units. Thrusting during, the second phase

ca«used strong tectonic reduction and discontínuity in de7ree ol"

metamorphic recrystallizat,-!�on at the contacts o"L' units. S-£t)seque_r-.

IY, large scale foiding influenced the unitus.
Dating of the t_hrust-phases and, of the other deformations ís vel-

inaccurate since in the southerr. Sierra de Espuña -Vhe youngesz

rocks affected are of Jurassic, age and -Che oldest non-af-Lecte¿

sediments are Of youriger reoGene age. Data from the northern

Sierra de Esp-U.�,a lead to a more precise dating.

-Ln a late starre Of the orogenic history, the Sierra de E5171U-a

Las been active!Y engaged in faulting, mostly normal, fault-�7�i-

SOM' o' the fa-_�,ts af.-Loec«'k-# the younger l�eoSene deposits. 24:�c,�

YOUnger' Neogene deposits cover some high parts. in the SiOrr¡'-

"sPuña, it js tempting to explain its, occurrence by faulti-tD
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